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Abstract This paper estimates a heterogeneous firms model using sector level data on export participation, trade flows, and unit value prices in a multi-country setting. I combine theory and data to determine the nature of firm heterogeneity and quantify the influence of selection into exporting on trade and prices. Examining within-exporter variation in prices across destinations, prices are typically increasing in the difficulty of entering the destination market. This suggests that product quality is the dominant source of firm heterogeneity. Selection into exporting explains a small fraction of overall price variation, but accounts for nearly half of variation in bilateral trade.
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Introduction



Heterogeneous firms trade models generate rich predictions for the joint behavior of participation in bilateral trade, trade flows, and export prices. Yet, few have examined these three dimensions of aggregate trade data simultaneously, particularly for a wide range of countries or industrial sectors. This paper addresses this gap by estimating a heterogeneous firms model using sector level data on participation, trade, and prices for many countries. The empirical work is organized around two central themes. First, prices contain valuable information regarding product quality that sheds light on the sources of firm heterogeneity, discriminating between unit costs (productivity) versus quality heterogeneity. Second, simultaneous estimation of theory-based equations for participation, trade, and prices provides the structure necessary to assess the quantitative importance of selection into exporting for understanding both trade values and export prices. Incorporating information embedded in prices into the estimation yields insight into the underlying nature of firm heterogeneity that is obscured when one looks at exports or participation alone. In benchmark models such as Melitz (2003), differences in unit costs and product quality across firms are observationally equivalent in terms of how they influence participation and trade flows. In contrast, productivity and quality heterogeneity have distinct implications for how unit prices (quoted in physical units) vary with quality-adjusted prices (quoted in utility units). With homogeneous quality, unit prices are positively correlated with quality-adjusted prices. If instead unit prices are negatively correlated with quality-adjusted prices, this is evidence of heterogeneous product quality.1 One goal of the empirical work is then to sign this correlation. Because qualityadjusted prices are not directly observed, the empirical challenge is to infer variation in these prices from available data. I use selection into exporting to identify variation in quality-adjusted prices across export markets. Identifying the underlying source of firm heterogeneity is important for tracing out aggregate implications of heterogeneous firms models. Most directly, the source of heterogeneity governs 1 To be precise, in the model described below quality-adjusted prices depend on the ratio of cost to quality, while unit prices depend on cost alone. Therefore, unit prices are negatively correlated with quality-adjusted prices when quality is heterogeneous and strongly positively correlated with unit costs.
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how aggregate export prices respond to variation in the threshold for exporting across countries and through time. This paper therefore contributes to efforts to isolate the fundamental sources of cross-country export price differences, documented by Schott (2004) and Hummels and Klenow (2005). It also sheds light on whether selection into exporting generates Balassa-Samuelson effects, as suggested by Ghironi and Melitz (2005) and Bergin, Glick, and Taylor (2006).2 Looking at aggregate export prices for an exporter across destinations, heterogeneous quality produces a positive correlation between export prices and bilateral trade barriers (such as distance). This resembles the “Alchian-Allen” effect where high quality goods are shipped farther distances, but does not require per unit trade costs. The nature of firm heterogeneity is also important for understanding the response of factor prices to reallocations induced by trade. For example, Verhoogen (2008) argues that reallocation of market shares following trade shocks raises the relative return to skill, assuming technologies for producing high quality goods are skill-biased. If sectors differ in their degree of quality heterogeneity, then differences in the composition of trade govern the strength of this channel across exporting countries. By identifying cross-sector differences in quality heterogeneity, this paper then contributes this literature as well. Selection into exporting not only influences aggregate prices, it also influences aggregate bilateral trade flows. Despite this fact, little is known about the quantitative importance of selection in shaping these aggregate variables. To quantify the role of selection for both bilateral trade and prices, I jointly estimate trade and price equations derived from theory for a wide range of countries and sectors. This theory-based empirical approach contrasts with related papers, such as Baldwin and Harrigan (2009), that have estimated independent, reduced form equations to study export participation and prices.3 The structural approach adopted in this paper both clarifies the identification 2 These papers study models with homogeneous quality in which the relative price of non-traded goods rises with the threshold for exporting. When quality is heterogeneous, the relative price of non-traded goods actually falls as the threshold increases, leading to an anti-Balassa-Samuelson effect. 3 Using U.S. data, Baldwin and Harrigan (2009) show that export participation is positively correlated with trade costs, destination GDP, and destination GDP per capita. Further, they report that HS 10-digit export prices are increasing in distance to foreign markets, controlling for GDP and GDP per capita in the destination. Helbe and Okubo (2008) and Kneller and Yu (2008) report similar results for Chinese data.
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scheme and allows me to conduct decomposition exercises that are not possible with the reduced form approach. To organize the empirics, I introduce product quality differences into the heterogeneous firms trade model developed by Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2008). As discussed above, I need to compare unit prices to quality-adjusted prices in order to distinguish between alternative formulations of the model. To operationalize this comparison, I use selection into exporting as a proxy for variation in quality-adjusted prices. To understand this approach, note two points. First, firms with low quality-adjusted prices earn high revenue and profits. Second, with destination specific fixed costs of exporting, firms choose to export only if they earn sufficient revenue to cover the entry cost. Combining these facts, firms self-select into export destinations based on their qualityadjusted prices. Put differently, there exists a quality-adjusted price threshold for exporting to each destination, and all firms with quality-adjusted prices below the threshold choose to export to the destination. Variation in this threshold across destinations then generates variation in the average quality-adjusted price of exporting firms. The correlation of average unit prices with export thresholds thus reveals how unit prices vary with quality-adjusted prices. I bring together sector level data on prices, export participation, and export values to estimate the model. Following Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein, I use binary, sector level data on participation in bilateral trade to estimate export thresholds for each country against individual destination markets. I then jointly estimate equations that relate bilateral export values and unit value prices to the estimated thresholds. The price equation, based on aggregating firm level prices, relates observed export prices to home country characteristics and bilateral export thresholds. The trade equation is a gravity style specification that accounts for both variation in the set of firms engaged in trade across partners and sample selection arising out of endogenous sorting into bilateral trade relationships. Confronting the model with the data, I find that export prices are increasing in export thresholds for the majority of sectors. This implies that unit prices and quality-adjusted prices are typically negatively correlated across firms within each sector. This correlation is inconsistent with the ho-
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mogeneous quality formulation of the model. Rather, it suggests that quality is heterogeneous and that large, capable firms produce high quality goods and charge high prices. That said, I also find that prices in a subset of related sectors behave in a manner more consistent with homogeneous quality models. These sectors include apparel, footwear, automobiles, and some electronic appliances. The overall pattern of these aggregate results is consistent with the positive correlation between U.S. export prices and distance to destination markets documented by Baldwin and Harrigan (2009). It is also consistent with newly documented evidence on prices at the firm level. Specifically, Crozet, Head, and Mayer (2009), Hallak and Sivadasan (2009), Iacovone and Javorcik (2009), and Kugler and Verhoogen (2008) all provide micro-based evidence that supports the emphasis on quality differences adopted in this paper to interpret aggregate prices.4 I discuss this related work in greater detail in Section 4. Relative to this work, I exploit important aggregation properties of heterogeneous firms models and demonstrate that aggregate data, interpreted via theory, is informative regarding micro-behavior. Because I use publicly available data for a large set of countries, I am able to trace out the implications of quality heterogeneity for export price differences across many source countries and destination markets. I also document that the importance of quality heterogeneity varies across sectors, a point mostly obscured in previous work. This cross-sector variation in quality heterogeneity generates cross-country differences in the “quality composition” of exports, with richer countries on average exporting in sectors characterized by within-country quality heterogeneity. This implies that the channel linking trade to relative factor prices via reallocation following trade shocks is likely to be strongest for these countries. Having established the relationship between export thresholds and prices, I use the model to assess the quantitative importance of threshold variation in explaining both prices and trade patterns. Productivity thresholds play a relatively small quantitative role in understanding price variation, both within and across exporting countries. Rather, variation in exporter specific factors, common 4



Manova and Zhang (2009) provide evidence that quality also varies for shipments from individual Chinese firms across destination markets.
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to all destination markets that a given exporter serves, explain a large portion (almost one half) of the overall variation in prices. Furthermore, the estimated exporter specific component of prices is highly correlated with source country income. To a first approximation, the export price schedule for a rich country is shifted upward relative to the price schedule of a poor country. As such, this suggests large variation in unit costs across countries within sectors. In contrast to prices, export thresholds account for a large portion (approximately 45%) of the overall variation in exports. This suggests that variation in the number and characteristics of exporting firms across destinations plays a large quantitative role in explaining aggregate export patterns. Importantly, controlling for variation in productivity thresholds diminishes the direct role of trade frictions in explaining trade patterns in the sector level data. This means that trade costs appear to depress trade primarily by inducing firms to not enter foreign destinations, rather than depressing exports per firm conditional on entry.5



2



Economic Environment



In this section I introduce a multi-country model of trade in a continuum of differentiated products. The model follows Melitz (2003) and Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008) closely in conceptualizing the firm level decision to export, but deviates from their work by focusing attention on the price implications of quality differences in the model. I exposit the main results on prices and exports relevant to estimation of the model taking the mass of firms and wages as given.6 Further, I present a one sector version of the model to reduce notational clutter, and extend the framework to many sectors in the empirical work. 5



As discussed below, these results are more extreme than aggregate evidence in Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008), but appear consistent with firm level evidence for the U.S. by Bernard, Jensen, Redding, and Schott (2007). 6 The model can be closed by specifying balanced trade conditions and free entry conditions. I condition on the mass of firms and wages in the empirical work, and therefore take them as given here without loss of generality.
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2.1



Consumption



To begin, assume that there is a representative consumer in each country with constant elasticity of substitution preferences over consumption of a continuum of differentiated varieties. Let ω index varieties among the set of varieties with mass Ωi available in country i. Further, define xi (ω) as the quantity consumed measured in physical units, q(ω) as the quality of variety ω measured in utils per physical unit, and x˜(ω) = q(ω)xi (ω) as consumption of the good measured in utils. Then R σ/(σ−1) preferences are Ui = ω∈Ωi [˜ x(ω)](σ−1)/σ dω , where σ > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between varieties. Product quality here is a demand shifter. Conditioning on unit prices, higher quality goods receive a larger share of physical consumption and expenditure. Defining pi (ω) as the unit price and p˜i (ω) = pi (ω)/q(ω) as the quality-adjusted price for variety ω in country i, then the quantity consumed in physical units is xi (pi (ω), q(ω)) = q(ω)σ−1 pi (ω)−σ P˜iσ−1 Ei and the quantity consumed 1/(1−σ) R pi (ω)]1−σ dω and Ei in utility units is x˜i (˜ pi (ω)) = p˜i (ω)−σ P˜iσ−1 Ei , where P˜i = ω∈Ωi [˜ is total expenditure in country i. The consumer inelastically supplies Li units of labor to firms, receives wage wi , and exhausts his budget constraint: Ei = wi Li .



2.2



Production and Pricing



Each variety of the differentiated good is produced by an individual, monopolistically competitive firm using labor with constant returns to scale. Denote the mass of firms producing in country i by Ni . Firms are heterogeneous in two dimensions: unit production costs c and product quality q. A firm with pair {c, q} produces with marginal cost Ci c and has output quality Qi q, where Ci and Qi reflect country specific components of the firm’s cost and quality. Further, borrowing terminology from John Sutton, define the ratio of quality to cost as the “capability” of the firm. Denote capability by Ai a, where a ≡



q c



is firm specific capability and Ai =



Qi . Ci



We can refer to



firms either by the variety ω they produce, their combined cost and quality {c, q}, or their combined
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capability and quality {a, q}.7 Each firm chooses whether to enter and the price to charge in each possible destination market j ∈ J. In selling to foreign markets, firms incur fixed and variable trade costs. A firm from country i selling to country j pays fixed cost fij and must ship τij ≥ 1 units for one unit to arrive in j. The firm faces no trade costs in selling in its home market (fii = 0 and τij = 1). The structure of the model is such that pricing and entry decisions are effectively separable. As is standard, each firm sets the factory gate price as a constant markup over marginal cost. For a firm producing in source i, factory gate unit prices pi (c) and quality-adjusted prices p˜i (c, q) are:  pi (c) =



σ σ−1







 Ci c and p˜i (c, q) =



σ σ−1







Ci c . Qi q



(1)



Both prices can be equivalently expressed in terms of capability and quality:  pi (a, q) =



σ σ−1







Qi q Ai a



 and



p˜i (a) =



σ σ−1







1 . Ai a



(2)



The firm sets prices in destination j inclusive of trade costs as: pij (a, q) = τij pi (a, q) and p˜ij (a) = τij p˜i (a). In this framework, the correlation of quality-adjusted prices with unit prices across firms within a single country reveals whether quality varies across firms. To see this, contrast the behavior of corri (p, p˜) in three benchmark cases. First, when quality does not vary across firms (as if q = 1 for all firms within country i), unit prices are perfectly positively correlated with qualityadjusted prices. Second, when unit costs do not vary across firms (as if c = 1 for all firms within country i), then unit prices are uncorrelated with quality-adjusted prices. Third, if unit costs are correlated with quality, then quality-adjusted prices can be either positively or negatively related to unit prices depending on the sign and strength of the correlation between quality and unit costs. 7



The idiosyncratic unit cost parameter c indexes the amount of labor the firm uses to produce one physical unit of output, and is therefore inversely related measured physical productivity. In contrast, the idiosyncratic capability parameter a indexes the amount of a composite factor that the firm uses to produce one utility unit of output. See Sutton (2005) a lengthier introduction to the “capability” concept.
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Of particular interest, if quality is strongly, positively correlated with capability, then unit prices will be negatively correlated with quality-adjusted prices. If one could observe both unit and quality-adjusted prices, calculating these correlations directly would be sufficient to distinguish heterogeneous vs. homogeneous quality formulations of the model. Of course, quality-adjusted prices are not directly observable. The challenge, therefore, is to develop methods to infer variation in quality-adjusted prices using available data. The approach here is to use selection into exporting to identify variation in quality-adjusted prices.



2.3



Selection into Exporting



Firms elect to export if they earn positive profits from selling abroad. Export revenue for a firm from i exporting to j is: Rij (a) = pij (a, q)xij (a, q) = (˜ pi (a)τij )1−σ P˜jσ−1 Ej ,



(3)



where xij (a, q) is the physical quantity of the good consumed in j and {P˜j , Ej } are the destination price level and expenditure. Note that revenue is an function of the firm’s quality-adjusted price and hence capability alone. That is, revenue depends on {c, q} only through the ratio q/c. With the firm’s pricing rule, export revenue net of variable production costs is: σ1 Rij (a). Then, a firm chooses to export if: 1 Rij (a) ≥ fij . σ



(4)



For each market, there exists a marginal firm with a threshold quality-adjusted price p˜ij such that (4) holds with equality. The quality-adjusted price of the marginal firm is:  1/(σ−1) P˜j Ej p˜ij = . τij σfij



(5)



Export revenue and selection into exporting depend on a firm having a low quality-adjusted price (i.e., high capability). Given fixed costs fij , foreign markets that are either larger (higher Ej ),
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less competitive (higher P˜j ), or have lower variable trade costs (τij ) generate higher revenue for any given firm that enters and therefore allow firms with higher quality-adjusted prices (lower capability) to profitably enter. Taking this one step further, I define aij as the capability threshold for exporting: σ 1 τij aij = σ − 1 Ai P˜j







σfij Ej



1/(σ−1) .



And note that all else equal, countries with higher aggregate capability (Ai =



(6)



Qi ) Ci



will allow firms



with lower idiosyncratic capability to profitably enter export markets. The upshot of this discussion is that variation in destination market characteristics {P˜j , Ej } and bilateral trade costs {τij , fij } induce variation in export thresholds across destinations for a given source country. This threshold variation generates variation in average quality-adjusted prices of exporting firms across destinations that I can compare to variation in average unit prices across markets. Furthermore, threshold variation produces variation in the number of exporting firms and aggregate bilateral exports. I thus turn characterizing aggregate trade and prices in the model.



2.4



Aggregate Trade and Prices



In the data, we observe aggregate bilateral unit values and exports in each sector. To construct corresponding aggregates in the model, I put additional structure on how costs, quality, and capability vary across firms. I assume that a firm’s quality is a constant elasticity function of its capability: q = aφ , where φ is a parameter governing how quality varies with capability. In Appendix A, I motivate this assumption by deriving a quality schedule of this form in a model where firms choose the quality of the goods they produce subject to costs of upgrading quality.8 By linking quality and capability in this manner, heterogeneity collapses to a single dimension. A single dimension of heterogeneity 8



Baldwin and Harrigan (2008) and Crozet, Head, and Mayer (2008) adopt similar power function specifications. Kugler and Verhoogen (2008) and Mandel (2009) derive essentially identical functional forms in models with endogenous quality.
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preserves the main predictions of the model for export participation and aggregate exports, while the unrestricted coefficient φ introduces flexibility regarding price predictions. While this assumption permits derivation of a parametric, closed form solution for prices, the basic idea that the correlation between export prices and thresholds distinguishes homogeneous from heterogeneous quality formulations remains valid under more general assumptions.9 With this assumption, unit prices can now be written as a function of capability alone: pi (a) = σ Qi φ−1 a . σ−1 Ai



When φ < 1, unit prices are decreasing in capability or firm size, and positively



correlated with quality-adjusted prices. In contrast, φ > 1 means that unit prices are increasing in capability or firm size, and negatively correlated with quality-adjusted prices. Since firm revenue is a power function in capability, sales in each market are Pareto if capability follows a Pareto distribution. Following Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008), I will therefore assume that capability has a truncated Pareto distribution with CDF G(a) =



−k a−k L −a −k −k , aL −aH



support



a ∈ [aL , aH ], and shape parameter k. For technical reasons, I restrict k > max{(σ − 1), (σ − φ)}.10 Export thresholds influence aggregate bilateral exports by determining the number and identity of exporting firms. I aggregate export revenue for all firms in i selling to j to define bilateral exports EXij : Z



aH



EXij =



Rij (a)Ni dG(a) = Ni Rij (aH )V¯ij ,



(7)



aij



where Rij (aH ) is the export revenue of the most capable firm and V¯ij =



R aH aij



(a/aH )σ−1 dG(c)



quantifies the influence of the endogenous thresholds on export volumes. To interpret this expression, note that aggregate exports are proportional to the exports of the most capable firm Rij (aH ). If all firms were endowed with capability aH , then all firms would export and aggregate exports would be Ni times Rij (aH ). The term V¯ij scales down exports to allow for capability differences 9



For example, a more general approach would be aggregate across firms by specifying a joint distribution for {c, q} or {a, q}. The correlation between export prices and thresholds would then allow one to estimate the correlation parameter of this joint distribution. 10 Note that this distribution is identical across countries. In the estimation framework below, variation in aH across countries is observationally equivalent to variation in aggregate capability Ai . So restricting aH to be the same across countries does not result in loss of generality. Further, the lower bound aL plays no role in the analysis.
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and selection into exporting. Anticipating the estimation procedure, I evaluate the expressions for V¯ij and Rij (aH ) to express aggregate exports as: " i k EXij = Ni p˜i (aH )1−σ τij1−σ P˜jσ−1 Ej δ1 h







aij aH



!#



−δ1



−1



,



(8)



where δ1 = k − (σ − 1) > 0 implies that aggregate exports are decreasing in the threshold. To calculate unit value prices, I proceed to solve for the aggregate quantity of goods shipped from i to j: Z



aH



QT Yij =



τij xij (a)Ni dG(a) = Ni τij xij (aH )V¯ij



(9)



aij



where Ni is again the total mass of firms, τij xij (aH ) is the quantity of goods shipped by the most Ra productive firm, and V¯ij = aijH (a/aH )σ−φ dG(a) quantifies the effect of endogenous thresholds on the quantity of exports. The unit value export price for trade between i and j is p¯ij =



EXij . QT Yij



Using the definitions V¯ij



and V¯ij along with the truncated Pareto distribution, I solve for the unit value in closed form: p¯ij = pi (aH )Vij V¯ij with Vij ≡ ¯ Vij



    −δ1 aij   − 1   δ2  aH ≡   −δ2  , δ1 aij −1 aH



(10)



where δ1 is defined above and δ2 = k − (σ − φ) > 0. The average export price for country i exporting to j is proportional to the unit price of the most capable firm pi (aH ), where the proportional scaling factor Vij depends on the capability of the marginal exporter to market j relative to the most capable firm. Whether the average price is higher or lower than pi (aH ) depends on the sign of δ2 − δ1 = φ − 1. Quite naturally, the export price schedule inherits the behavior of firm level prices. When φ < 1, every firm charges prices
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that are higher than the most capable firm and the average price is scaled up relative to this firm (Vij > 1). The opposite holds when φ > 1 and Vij < 1. This means that the correlation between aggregate unit value prices and export thresholds is informative about the correlation between quality-adjusted and unit prices at the firm level.



2.5



Inferring Export Thresholds



Obviously, export thresholds are not directly observable in aggregate data. However, Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2008) show that binary data on participation in trade can be used to infer information about relative export thresholds. This section briefly exposits the procedure. Because the capability distribution has a bounded support, quality-adjusted prices for each exporter are bounded below by the quality-adjusted price of the most capable firm. Further, no firm from country i finds it profitable to export to destination j unless the most capable firm finds it profitable to serve that destination. Define χij to measure of the profitability of the most capable firm in i serving market j: χij =



1 R (a ) σ xij H



fij



.



(11)



Then, referring back to (4), country i exports to j only if χij ≥ 1. Based on this result, define a binary variable Tij = 1(χij > 1) that takes the value one if i exports to j and zero otherwise. Observation of this binary variable then reveals information about χij . This turns out to be useful. The key insight is that the relative export threshold



aij aH



is a monotonically decreasing function



of χij . To see this, note that σ1 Rxij (aij ) = fij . Using this fact, it is straightforward to show that: aij −1/(σ−1) = χij . aH



(12)



Thus, the relative export threshold is falling in the profitability of the most capable firm of serving market j. Intuitively, the more profitable the most capable firm is in serving a given destination, the larger the fraction of firms that will also find that destination profitable. Since the binary participation data contain information on χij , they also reveal relative export thresholds across 13



destinations.
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Empirical Procedure



In this section, I translate the framework outlined above into a set of conditional expectations for participation, exports, and export prices and discuss how I use these to estimate the model.



3.1



The Participation Equation



We observe a binary variable Tij = 1(χij > 1) that takes the value one when the most productive firm in country i finds it profitable to serve market j. To use this information, I take logs of (11) and substitute for revenue using (3): log(χij ) = log(1/σ) + (1 − σ) log(˜ pi (aH )) + (1 − σ) log(τij ) + log(P˜jσ−1 Ej ) − log(fij )



Following Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein (2008), I parameterize the bilateral fixed and variable trade costs as follows: (1 − σ) log (τij ) = ρD1ij + ε1ij − log(fij ) = ϑi + ϑj + γD2ij + ε2ij , where D1ij and D2ij are multidimensional, possibly overlapping sets of observable proxies for bilateral fixed and variable trade costs (e.g., distance, common language, etc.), ε1ij reflects unobserved variation in variable trade costs, ε2ij reflects unobserved variation in fixed trade costs, and ϑi , ϑj are exporter and importer fixed effects. Substituting this parameterization back into the expression for log(χij ) yields:



log(χij ) = ξ0 + ξi + ξj + ρD1ij + γD2ij + ηij ,



14



where ηij = ε1ij + ε2ij is the composite of unobserved fixed and variable costs of trade, ξ0 = log(1/σ) is a constant, ξi = (1 − σ) log(˜ pi (aH )) + ϑi is an exporter fixed effect, and ξj = log(P˜jσ−1 Ej ) + ϑj is an importer fixed effect.11 With this in hand, the expectation of Tij conditional on observables is:



E[Tij |ξi , ξj , D1ij , D2ij ] = Pr{ηij > −[ξ0 + ξi + ξj + ρD1ij + γD2ij ]}



To operationalize this, I assume that the errors ε1ij and ε2ij are jointly distributed, mean zero normal random variables. Then ηij is distributed N (0, ση2 ), where ση2 is the variance of the composite error. Then it follows that:



E[Tij |ξi , ξj , D1ij , D2ij ] = Φ(ξ0∗ + ξi∗ + ξj∗ + ρ∗ D1ij + γ ∗ D2ij ) = Φ(Xij θ∗ ),



(13)



where ∗ indicates that that the variable has been divided by ση so that ηij∗ has unit variance, and Xij θ∗ ≡ ξ0∗ + ξi∗ + ξj∗ + ρ∗ D1ij + γ ∗ D2ij for notational convenience.



3.2



The Trade Equation



Turning to aggregate exports, the model implies a gravity style specification for bilateral trade, modified to account for selection into exporting. To illustrate this, I take logs of (8): log(EXij ) = log(Ni ) + (1 − σ) log(˜ pi (aH )) + (1 − σ) log(τij ) + log(P˜jσ−1 Ej ) !  −δ1 aij + log(k/δ1 ) + log −1 . aH Then using the same parameterization of variable trade costs and redefining terms:  log(EXij ) = ψ0 + ψi + ψj + ρD1ij + log 11



aij aH



−δ1



! −1



+ ε1ij ,



I define these parameters in a manner that is easy to interpret. One could equivalently redefine the parameters so that elements of p˜i (aH ) that do not vary across countries in the model are contained in the constant term. There are a number of constants in this equation that are not separately identified.
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where ψ0 = log(k/δ1 ) is a constant, ψi = log(Ni ) + (1 − σ) log(˜ pi (aH )) is an exporter fixed effect, and ψj = log(P˜jσ−1 Ej ) is an importer fixed effect. The expected value of exports conditional on observables and observing trade between the pair ij is: E[EXij |·, Tij = 1], where the dot notation stands for conditioning on observables {ψi , ψj , D1ij , Xij }. In Appendix B, I show that this conditional expectation can be written as: E[log(EXij )|·, Tij = 1] = ψ0 + ψi + ψj + ρD1ij + F (Xij θ∗ , δ¯1 ) + υ      −δ1 aij ¯ where F (Xij θ , δ1 ) ≡ E log − 1 ·, Xij , Tij = 1 , δ¯1 = aH ∗



ση δ1 , (σ−1)



φ(Xij θ∗ ) , Φ(Xij θ∗ )



(14)



and the last term is



the standard Heckman selection correction. The expected value of exports depends on importer and exporter fixed effects, bilateral variable trade costs, the level of the bilateral productivity threshold via F (Xij θ∗ , δ¯1 ), and a term correcting for sample selection.



3.3



The Price Equation



To introduce a stochastic component to prices, I assume (realistically) that prices are measured with error. Manipulating (10) leads to an export price equation:   log(¯ pij ) = log(δ2 /δ1 ) + log(pi (aH )) + log  



aij aH aij aH



−δ1 −δ2



 − 1  + νij , −1



where νij is mean zero measurement error, uncorrelated with observables. The conditional expectation of prices is: E[log(¯ pij )|·, Tij = 1] = µi + H(Xij θ∗ ; δ¯1 , δ¯2 ), (15) " ! #  a −δ1 ij −1 σ η δ2 where H(Xij θ∗ ; δ¯1 , δ¯2 ) ≡ E log  aaHij −δ2 , µi = log(δ2 pi (aH )/δ1 ) ·, Xij , Tij = 1 , δ¯2 = (σ−1) aH



−1



are exporter fixed effects, and the dot notation denotes conditioning on {µ0 , µi , Xij }.12 For details, see Appendix B. 12



Regarding the measurement error, I have implicitly assumed E[νij |·, Tij = 1] = 0.
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The difference between δ¯1 and δ¯2 is a measure of the “slope” of the price equation and reveals the correlation of export prices and export thresholds: δ¯2 − δ¯1 =



ση (φ − 1) . (σ − 1)



(16)



When δ¯2 − δ¯1 > 0, then export prices are increasing in the threshold. Furthermore, this difference directly reveals whether φ > 1, since σ > 1 in the model.13 As a result, this difference will serve as a focal point in the discussion of the empirical results.



3.4



Estimation Details



I estimate the model by two-step GMM.14 In the first step, I use binary participation data to estimate the export participation equation (13) within each sector. With these estimates in hand, I generate values for the Probit index that are then used to construct the functions F (Xij θ∗ ; δ¯1 ), H(Xij θ∗ ; δ¯1 , δ¯2 ), and the inverse Mills ratio in expressions (14) and (15). For convenience, I rewrite the conditional expectations here as estimating equations: log(¯ pxij ) = µ0 + µi + H(Xij θˆ∗ ; δ¯1 , δ¯2 ) + e1ij log(EXij ) = ψ0 + ψi + ψj + ρD1ij



φ(Xij θˆ∗ ) ∗ ¯ ˆ + F (Xij θ , δ1 ) + υ + e2ij , Φ(Xij θˆ∗ )



(17) (18)



where I have defined e1ij ≡ log(¯ pij ) − E[log(¯ pij )|·, Tij = 1], e2ij ≡ log(EXij ) − E[EXij |·, Tij = 1], and θˆ∗ is the first stage estimator of θ∗ . I estimate these equations jointly in each sector by stacking moments from both equations, all built on the orthogonality between the errors and the regressors.15 I construct standard errors for the second stage estimates using the two-step GMM 13



Recall, ση > 0 is the standard deviation of ηij , the composite measurement error in fixed and variable trade costs. In principle, it is possible to estimate all three components of the model simultaneously. In practice, this yields estimates that are nearly identical to a two-step procedure. This implies that the pattern of export participation contains all available information regarding the values of the productivity thresholds. 15 I estimate an exactly identified system and hence moments are equally weighted. The system is exactly identified because I include moments E[e1ij (Xij θˆ∗ )] = 0 and E[e2ij (Xij θˆ∗ )] = 0, so that the composite Xij θˆ∗ is orthogonal to the error rather than the individual elements of Xij . Results do not depend on the particular set of moments chosen. 14
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procedure laid out in Newey and McFadden (1994). In specifying the trade equation above, there are two nonlinear functions of the Probit index: F (Xij θ∗ , δ¯1 ) and the inverse Mills ratio. To ensure that identification of parameters in that equation does not rest on functional form alone, I require a variable that influences the probability of observing exports but does not directly affect the level of exports (conditional on observables). On theoretical grounds, measures of fixed trade costs satisfy the necessary exclusion restriction. In the absence of direct measures of fixed costs, I use lagged participation in bilateral trade as proxy.16 While there is much churning in trading relationships, participation in bilateral trade with a given partner in the past is a strong predictor of whether two countries trade today. A number of a priori theoretical arguments can explain this result. To the extent that some of the fixed export cost is sunk at the firm level, payment of this cost in the past makes it more likely firms will find it profitable in the present to export to a given country.17 At the aggregate level, initiating trade may entail establishment of sector-wide contacts and relationships, information sharing mechanisms, and distribution networks that persist through time and whose cost does not vary with the actual volume of goods traded. While these arguments suggest that past participation is correlated with current participation, a concern remains that persistent shocks to variable trade costs can lead to correlation between lagged participation and current unobserved trade costs. To address this concern, I construct the lagged participation indicator based on the earliest year available and estimate the trade equation using the latest year in the data source.18 The price equation also includes a function of the Probit index. In contrast to the trade equation, however, the theory implies that both fixed and variable trade costs are excludable from the price 16 Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008) use a binary variable defined using data on general firm entry costs and Manova (2008) uses an island indicator as excluded variables. Both are “weak instruments” in my sector-level data in that they do not they do not induce sufficient variation in predicted probabilities of trade to identify the parameters of the trade equation. 17 Roberts and Tybout (1997), for example, find that prior export experience increases the probability of exporting in the present by approximately 60 percentage points for individual firms in Colombia. 18 This timing argument of course does not address the concern that unobserved, time invariant determinants of variable trade costs could also lead to correlation between lagged participation and current trade values. However, this concern is mitigated by the fact I control directly in the trade equation for eight commonly used time-invariant proxies for trade costs. I have also experimented with additional trade policy variables, such as WTO membership and free trade agreements, in unpublished work.
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equation. Therefore, identification of the price equation does not rest upon the lagged participation exclusion restriction and is robust to failure of this assumption.19 Since most of the empirical work below is focused on interpreting the slope of the price equation, this fact is reassuring.



3.5



Data



I take values and quantities for manufacturing trade from the BACI Database available from the CEPII research center in France.20 To estimate the full nonlinear model, I construct bilateral aggregates for 508 4-digit sectors spanning SITC categories 5-8 for 2004. As I will discuss below, I also estimate participation and price equations using HS 6-digit data for robustness. In addition to these trade data, I use standard proxies for bilateral trade costs from Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008). The data include a measure of distance between capital cities, as well as dummies for whether two countries share a border, whether one partner is landlocked, and whether one partner is an island. Further, the data contain measures of cultural and historical ties that may facilitate or impede trade, including a measure of the commonality of religious affiliation, and dummy variables for past colonial relationship, common legal origin, and common language. As mentioned above, I also construct an additional variable based on previous trading experience to use in estimating the participation equation. I construct the lagged participation indicator to take the value one if I observe trade between a given pair in the year 1995, the earliest available year in the BACI data. The final data set includes 127 countries for which I have both data on trade flows and trade costs. The exact composition and size of actual sample used in estimation naturally varies from sector to sector, as countries do not trade in all sectors. Details regarding the data are discussed in 19



In principle, the price equation could be estimated separate from the trade equation. While the “slope” of the prices with respect to the export thresholds – corresponding to δ¯2 − δ¯1 – is tightly identified, the level of the coefficients {δ¯1 , δ¯2 } is difficult to pin down due to the functional form. The trade equation pins down δ¯1 and hence the level of the the parameters. Bias in δ¯1 resulting from failure of the exclusion restriction needed to identify the trade equation thus influence the level of the estimates for {δ¯1 , δ¯2 }, but has almost no effect on the difference δ¯2 − δ¯1 . 20 The data are based on raw data from UN Comtrade and are cleaned to harmonize bilateral trade flows and prices. Both trade and prices are reported on an FOB basis in the CEPII data, and quantities are reported in terms of weight. The data can be downloaded at: http://www.cepii.fr. I discard non-manufacturing trade on the grounds that monopolistic competition models ought to be best suited to understanding trade in differentiated manufactures.
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Appendix C.



4



Estimation Results



This section implements the estimation framework outlined in previous sections. I begin with a brief discussion of results from estimation of the participation equation. I then turn to analyzing price equation estimates, pausing to discuss robustness and interpretation of the results in detail. Finally, I conduct several accounting exercises to quantify the importance of selection into exporting in shaping aggregate prices and trade flows.



4.1



Participation Equation Estimates



Panel A of Table 1 contains results from the first stage Probit estimation for eight representative sectors and Figure 1 displays the density of all the point estimates for each coefficient across sectors. The coefficients measure the influence of proxies for fixed and variable trade costs – D1ij and D2ij in (13) – on the probability of trade.21 The results are strong, robust, and intuitive: the probability of observing trade between two countries is decreasing in trade costs. As for physical barriers to trade, the predicted probability of trade strongly decreases in the distance between partners, increases if partners share a border, and typically decreases if one partner is an island or is landlocked. The predicted probably of trade is also related to cultural and institutional variables in a sensible manner. The probability of trade is increasing if partners share common language, legal system, religion, or colonial origin. Interpreted via the theory, these variables are all plausibly related to fixed costs of establishing a trading relationship. For example, sharing a common language or legal system could lower the costs of making contacts and establishing distribution networks in foreign markets. The probability of engaging in trade today is also positively related to whether the two countries have traded in the 21



Since all trade cost proxies (except lagged participation) are allowed to influence both fixed and variable trade costs, the estimated coefficients measure the effect of these proxies operating via both fixed and variable costs.
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past. Overall, therefore, trade costs appear influence probability of trade, which is implicitly related to the capability threshold for exporting. Before proceeding to the second step of the estimation, I pause to assess the plausibility of the implied threshold estimates. On the import side, the aggregate market size of the importer is likely to be correlated with sector level demand, which in turn raises the predicted probability of any given source country serving the market. To check whether the estimates are consistent with this mechanism, I construct a trade-weighted average of the predicted Probit index (Xij θˆ∗ ) for each importing country j in four representative sectors. In Figure 2, I plot the resulting average index against aggregate GDP of the importer, inverting the y-axis since the average index is inversely related to the average export threshold. In these four sectors, the implied thresholds for serving a given destination are clearly decreasing in the aggregate size of the destination market. A further interesting fact about average propensities to trade is that the predicted probability of exporting is generally higher for large and wealthy exporters. To document this, I construct an aggregate trade-weighted predicted Probit index for each exporter in the same four sectors as above and plot the result against real GDP per capita of the exporter in Figure 3, again inverting the yaxis. The figures indicate that poorer countries tend to have higher export thresholds on average.22 This correlation between export thresholds and source country characteristics suggests that these thresholds may be linked to average price differences across source countries. I return to this point below when attempting to account for price variation.



4.2 4.2.1



Prices and Export Thresholds Price Equation Estimates



With the first stage estimates in hand, I turn to discussing estimates of the price equation. The relationship between export prices and productivity thresholds is controlled by δ¯2 − δ¯1 , which I refer to as the slope of the price equation. Export prices are increasing in the productivity threshold 22



This is consistent with the common view that poor countries face high barriers to accessing foreign markets. Alternatively, lower average product quality in low income countries could also explain this result.
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when δ¯2 − δ¯1 > 0. In Figure 4, I plot point estimates for the price equation slope by SITC 4-Digit sector. In the figure, solid points indicate that the point estimate for the slope in that sector is significantly positive or negative at the 10% level or better in a test against the one-sided alternative. If quality were homogeneous across firms, we would expect all the point estimates should to lie below zero on the graph. As is evident from the figure, the vast majority of point estimates are instead positive. Tabulating the results, the price schedule is positively sloped in 358 of the 508 sectors, and significantly positive in 275 sectors. The remaining sectors have a negative slope, and significantly negative in only 69 sectors. Thus, positive price slopes outnumber negative slopes by more than two to one overall and more than three to one for slopes that are significantly positive/negative. Only 14% of the sectors have a significant negative slope. The distribution of positive and negative slope estimates across sectors is far from random. Instead, slope estimates cluster in a number of identifiable groups. To highlight this, I count significant positive and negative estimates within SITC 2-Digit Sectors and present the results as a bar chart in Figure 5. Further, slope estimates are tabulated by SITC 1-Digit sector in Panel A of Table 2. Negative point estimates are clustered mostly in SITC categories 7 and 8, with another large cluster in SITC category 65. Within SITC category 7, many negative slopes correspond to electronics and appliances, such as typewriters, car radios, and electronic microcircuits, with an additional important cluster in motor vehicles (SITC 78). The remaining clusters correspond to textiles (SITC 65) and apparel (SITC 84).23 In contrast, within the entire chemicals sector (SITC 5) there is only 1 significantly negative estimate (out of 93 4-digit categories). Further, the vast majority of estimates in SITC 6, comprised of various manufactures classified by materials are also positive. 23



The slope for footwear (SITC 85) is also negative and significant, but there is only one 4-digit sector in the group.
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4.2.2



Robustness of the Price Equation Estimates



To explore the robustness of the price equation estimates, I sign the correlation of export prices with export thresholds within each sector directly via linear regression. Specifically, I specify the conditional expectation of log export prices as:     aij E[log(¯ pij )|·, Tij = 1] = µi + ςE log ·, Tij = 1 , aH where the dot notation indicates conditioning on observables {Xij , µi }. Then I substitute for



(19) aij , aH



construct the appropriate conditional expectation, and estimate the resulting equation to sign the partial correlation coefficient ς.24 In this exercise, I relax three assumptions made in estimating the full non-linear model. First, I drop the assumed parametric power-function relationship between capability and quality. Second, I drop assumptions about the shape of the productivity distribution. Both these assumptions were needed to derive the closed form relationship for prices as a function of export thresholds, but are unnecessary to sign the raw correlation. Third, by estimating the price equation in isolation, I can also drop the exclusion restriction used to estimate the trade equation. To do this, I re-estimate the first stage Probit equation without including lagged participation among the independent variables and use this alternative index in estimating (19). To address a separate concern that aggregation bias may influence the results, I perform this regression exercise both at the SITC 4-digit and HS 6-digit level, a higher level of disaggregation. A particular concern might be that that changes in the composition of subcategories of goods rather than selection of firms within each subcategory might be driving the results. Any cross-category composition effect should diminish as one moves to lower levels of aggregation. In shifting from the SITC 4-Digit to the HS 6-Digit level, the number of categories increases from sevenfold, from 508 to 3,645. Panels A to C of Table 2 contain the tabulation of positive/negative slope estimates from these 24



Relaxing the linear specification, rank regressions return essentially identical results.
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exercises by SITC 1-Digit sector, along with previous results from the full nonlinear estimation.25 Looking across all panels, positive slopes dominate the estimates in SITC categories 5 and 6. Negative slopes dominate in SITC category 8. Moreover, comparing Panels A or B with Panel C, the basic pattern of slope estimates across SITC 1-Digit categories holds at higher levels of disaggregation. As an additional check, it is useful to visually illustrate the raw correlations in the data. To do this, I rank export destinations according to their estimated export thresholds for a few countries within selected sectors, with high ranks implying high export thresholds. I then plot log export prices against these rankings in Figure 6, with regression lines superimposed on the figure. I have chosen sectors specifically to illustrate differences in the slopes across sectors. In each figure, there is a systematic pattern discernible to the naked eye. Moving from the easiest to most difficult export destination is associated with changes in unit values of one log point or more. That said, there is also substantial residual variation that appears unrelated to export thresholds and I return to this issue below.



4.2.3



Discussion



In evaluating the empirical results, I consider four questions. First, what is the share of heterogeneous quality sectors in world trade and how does that trade share vary across countries? Second, what do the correlations between prices and export thresholds mean for models of firm heterogeneity? Third, what does firm level data tell us about quality heterogeneity and the correlation between unit prices and capability? Fourth, could alternative assumptions about pricing behavior, allowing for pricing to market for example, explain the results?



The Quality Composition of Trade



Having identified sectors in which quality heterogeneity is



dominant, I can aggregate these results using trade shares to construct measures of the “quality 25



Because importer characteristics and bilateral trade costs have no direct effect on prices in the model, I omit them from the regression specification here. However, I have verified that the basic pattern of price-threshold correlations is robust to controlling for bilateral distance and adding importer fixed effects in the price regression.
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composition” of trade. For the world as a whole, 43% of the value of manufacturing traded occurs in sectors in heterogeneous quality sectors, in which export prices are significantly positively correlated with thresholds. On the flip side, 30% of trade occurs in sectors identified as having relatively homogenous quality, with significantly negative slopes.26 This reflects that fact that even though there are only 69 sectors with significantly negative price slopes, these sectors tend to be large in value terms (e.g., motor vehicles, electronic appliances, textiles and apparel). Panel D of Table 2 reports equilvalent shares within SITC 1-digit groups. SITC 5 and 6 continue to be dominated by quality hegerogeneity, while SITC 7 joins SITC 8 as dominated by homogenous quality sectors due to the heavy trade weight placed on sectors with negative slope estimates in SITC 7. These global results mask significant heterogeneity in the “quality composition” of trade across exporters. These differences arise because the sector composition of exports varies across countries. For example, countries specialized in apparel have a lower share of trade in heterogeneous quality sectors than countries specialized in manufactured chemicals. Because patterns of specialization vary with income per capita, so too does the share of trade in heterogeneous quality sectors. Figure 7 plots this relationship for the 100 largest exporters. There is a significant positive correlation between the share of heterogeneous quality sectors in total trade and income per capita.27 If technologies for producing high quality goods are capital or skill biased, then this correlation indicates that post-liberalization reallocations within manufacturing are likely to benefit those factors most in middle and high income countries.28 To my knowledge, no direct evidence on differences in the strength of this channel across countries exists.



Firm Heterogeneity and Quality Choice



The fact that export prices are positively correlated



with export thresholds in the majority of sectors favors models in which product quality is positively correlated with firm capability. Models in which firms choose product quality, with higher 26



The residual 27% of trade is “unclassifiable.” Zero slopes in these sectors could reflect either offsetting productivity and quality heterogeneity. Alternatively, they could mean that there is substantial quality dispersion but unit costs are not responsive to quality. 27 The regression line in the figure has slope 7.54, with standard error 1.74 and 95% confidence interval [4.07,11]. 28 At an even more granular level, the composition of trade varies across partners as well. Therefore, partner-specific shocks could also induce different relative price effects depending on the composition of trade with the partner.
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quality entailing higher unit production costs, can generate these results. For example, if firms are heterogeneous in terms of the incremental unit cost penalty of upgrading quality, then firms may optimally choose different levels of quality, giving rise to a positive correlation between capability and quality. See Appendix A for a particular model of this type. Alternatively, if firms incur fixed costs to upgrade quality, then heterogeneity in marginal costs of production (conditional on quality) delivers similar results. To match cross-sector heterogeneity in the correlation between export prices and thresholds, a complete model would also need to permit differences across sectors in the sign and strength of the quality-capability correlation. In quality choice models, firms weigh the benefits of raising quality against the costs associated with producing higher quality goods. The benefits of raising quality are large when consumers are very responsive to changes in quality-adjusted prices. The costs of upgrading quality are low when technological opportunities for quality upgrading are abundant, in the sense that fixed and variable costs rise only slowly as quality rises. Understanding heterogeneity across sectors then hinges on identifying sectoral characteristics that predict equilibrium quality dispersion within each sector. From an empirical standpoint, identifying sectoral characteristics that predict the correlation between prices and capability is difficult. The main problem is that most data sources record average characteristics for firms within a sector (e.g., average R&D intensity), rather than dispersion in those characteristics across firms. Dispersion is what matters for studying heterogeneity within sectors. Further, cross-country evidence on quality variation is not necessarily informative regarding the within-country variation in quality that I identify in my empirical work. For example, Khandelwal (forthcoming) estimates the scope for quality differentiation within sectors using variation in prices across source countries. That is, he identifies variation in Qi , drawing on my notation above in equation (2), whereas my empirical work focuses on variation in idiosyncratic quality q within countries.29 To the extent that a different mechanism gives rise to cross-country 29



To fix ideas, Khandelwal estimates differences in quality between shoes from Italy and Thailand, whereas I focus on quality differences within Italian and/or Thai shoes. It is plausible that Italy and Thailand are specialized in entirely different quality segments, while there remains idiosyncratic quality heterogeneity within quality segments across Thai or Italian firms.
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quality differences than generates within-country quality differences, then it may take a different set of models to explain cross-country and within-country data.



Evidence on Firm Level Prices



While this paper uses aggregate data, quality heterogeneity



also produces detectable patterns in firm and plant level data. If quality is positively correlated with capability, then (at least) three empirical predictions follow: (1) firm level prices should be increasing in firm size (revenue); (2) exporting firms should charge higher prices on average than non-exporting firms; (3) average firm level prices should be decreasing in the number of firms that serve a given foreign market. A number of contemporaneous papers have confirmed these predictions in firm/plant level data. Using data from the U.S. and India, Hallak and Sivadasan (2009) find both that exporters within industries charge higher prices than non-exporters on average and that firm level unit prices are increasing in firm size. Kugler and Verhoogen (2008) document that both input prices and output prices increase with firm size and export status in Columbian data. Using data from Mexico, Iacovone and Javorcik (2009) find that exporters tend to charge higher prices in the domestic market than non-exporting firms and that increases in unit values, indicative of quality upgrading, predict future entry into export markets. Crozet, Head, and Mayer (2009) use data on French wine exporters and rankings of product quality from wine purchasing guides to demonstrate that the average quality of products exported to a given market is decreasing in number of firms exporting to each destination.30 These consistent results from a variety of datasets provide compelling evidence that heterogeneous quality models can provide an explanation for both firm level and aggregate export price facts. There are several papers, however, that find that prices are decreasing in firm size in certain sectors. Interestingly, these papers are exceptions that prove the general rule. Roberts and Supina (1996, 2000) and Foster, Haltiwanger and Syverson (2008) study particular industries in which output is relatively homogeneous across firms (e.g., ready mix concrete, block ice, etc.). Roberts 30



This study is unique in that the authors directly observe both a quasi-objective measure of product quality and the number of exporters serving different destination markets.
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and Supina find that prices are typically decreasing in firm size in these industries, while Foster et al. report that plant level prices are typically decreasing in measured plant level physical productivity. These results strengthen the case that the price behavior I uncover using aggregate export prices is inconsistent with the behavior of prices in homogeneous quality industries.31



Pricing to Market



In developing the model and interpreting the empirical results, I have as-



sumed that consumers have identical constant elasticity preferences and therefore that markups do not vary across firms or destination markets. It is reasonable to ask whether relaxing this assumption could generate the positive correlation between export prices and thresholds in the data. To address markup variation using aggregate data, one needs to model markup variation across markets.32 Staying within the monopolistic competition framework, several recent papers develop heterogeneous firms models with variable markups by dropping CES preferences.33 Embedded into a model with homogeneous product quality, these alternate frameworks generate sensible markup variation across firms and destination markets: large firms have absolutely higher markups, markups are increasing in competitors’ prices, and markups are decreasing in the number of competitors. Further, export thresholds are a sufficient statistic for markup variation, in the sense that thresholds aggregate all information on fixed and variable trade costs and destination market conditions that drive markup variation across destinations. For individual firms selling to different destinations, markups are decreasing in the export threshold for the destination. The average price of exports therefore falls as the export threshold rises for two reasons: (1) the average cost of firms selling abroad falls due to selection into exporting; (2) the remaining exporting firms set lower 31



Further, Aw, Batra and Roberts (2001) show that aggregate export unit values among Taiwanese electronics manufacturers are typically lower than aggregate unit values for goods sold on the domestic market, consistent with estimates I obtain for the electronics sector in my data. This highlights the potential importance of cross-industry heterogeneity in understanding how quality is related export participation. They also argue that these results are driven primarily by selection of firms across home and foreign markets, rather than markup variation. 32 Though not typically available, product level evidence on prices across multiple destinations would of course provide direct evidence on markups. Looking at FOB border prices for HS 8-digit products produced by specific firms and sold to multiple destinations, Manova and Zhang (2009) find that prices are typically increasing in correlates of export thresholds (e.g., distance) and provide evidence that this is due to quality-variation within the firm across markets, rather than variable markups. 33 Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) use continuum quadratic preferences, Rodriguez-Lopez (2008) uses translog preferences, and Behrens, Mion, Murata and S¨udekum (2009) use additively quasi-separable preferences.
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markups than in lower threshold destinations. This means that average prices will fall with the export threshold, a result at odds with the data.



4.3



Accounting for Prices and Trade



The model accounts for a substantial amount of the overall variation in prices and trade volumes. Figure 8 plots the fraction of the variance in log exports and log prices within each sector that is explained by the model. The model captures between 60% and 70% of the overall variance of trade in most sectors. The model is able to account for upwards of 40% of the overall variance in prices, though the fit varies a lot from sector to sector. The key question for evaluating heterogeneous firms models is whether selection into exporting plays a quantitatively important role in explaining this good overall fit of the model. I thus turn to breaking down these results for trade and prices. Thresholds play a relatively small role in understanding overall variation in prices. To illustrate this, I decompose the variance of predicted prices. In Figure 9, I plot the variances and covariance of the exporter fixed effect and the threshold term H(Xij θˆ∗ ; δ¯1 , δ¯2 ) as a fraction of the total variance of predicted prices.34 Looking at the left panel, the ratio of the variance in the exporter fixed effect to total variance in predicted prices is near one in many sectors. Shifting to the middle panel, the ratio of the variance of the cutoff term to total variance is low in most sectors. Moreover, in the right panel one sees that the role for cutoffs in explaining overall variation in prices is diminished by the fact that the threshold term covaries negatively with the exporter fixed effect. These results have implications for interpreting cross-exporter differences in average export prices. Schott (2004) and Hummels and Klenow (2005) have shown that average export prices are strongly correlated with source country characteristics, such as income per capita and capital/skill endowments. The data suggest that these differences are mostly due to exporter specific variation in unit costs, rather than variation in export thresholds across countries. In fact, average price differences may actually understate unit cost differences across countries. To see this, recall that 34



As indicated in the note for the figure, I plot the results only for sectors in which the price equation has a nonzero slope. That is, sectors in which the price equation slope is either significantly positive or negative.
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export thresholds are negatively correlated with per capita income, as documented in Section 4.1. This means that poor countries tend to have low average export prices and high export thresholds. When prices rise with the export threshold, only the highest price firms in poor countries are able to export. The prices of these exporting firms will overstate average prices (implicitly unit costs) for the economy as a whole relative to countries where export thresholds are lower. The opposite happens in sectors where the price schedule slopes down, though these are less prevalent in the data of course. Figure 10 and Figure 11 drive this point home by looking at U.S. import prices for “Machines for extruding man-made textiles” and “Footwear.” In the top row of each figure, I plot actual U.S. import prices on the left and predicted import prices from the model on the right versus real GDP per capita of the source country. Both are obviously positively correlated with exporter income, consistent with Schott (2004). In the bottom row, I plot the exporter fixed effect and the threshold term separately. Focusing on the threshold term, two important points stand out. First, variation in the threshold term works is different directions in the two sectors. For textile machines, the threshold term is negatively correlated with source country income and pushes prices up for poor countries and down for rich countries. This of course is because prices increase with export thresholds in this sector and poor countries have high export thresholds relative to rich countries. For footwear, the opposite is the case, as prices decrease as export thresholds rise in this sector. Therefore, low productivity thresholds for wealthy countries generate higher prices. Second, variation in the threshold term is quite small overall relative to actual or predicted price variation in both sectors. As such, the role for selection into exporting is quite small relative to the role of estimated exporter specific costs (the fixed effect) in explaining U.S. import prices in both cases. In contrast to the results for prices, bilateral productivity thresholds explain a substantial portion of variation in exports. In Figure 12, I decompose the variance of of predicted trade in the model into variances and covariances of the components associated with bilateral thresholds
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F (Xij θˆ∗ , δ¯1 ) and a composite of all other components.35 The threshold term accounts for somewhere around 70% of variation in predicted trade. Given that the model accounts for around 65% of the total variance in trade, then thresholds account for around 45% of the total variation in exports. This suggests a very large role for selection into exporting in explaining trade volumes. To make sense of the large role for export thresholds in explaining bilateral trade, I direct attention to parameter estimates in the trade equation. Panel B of Table 1 contains point estimates for the trade cost variables, the coefficient on the export thresholds, and the selection coefficient in the trade equation for eight representative sectors.36 Figure 13 plots the density of the point estimates on the trade cost variables for all sectors. In the figure, I overlay the density of coefficient estimates on the proxies for trade costs in a standard gravity style trade equation that ignores selection into exporting.37 The important result is that coefficients on trade costs are generally attenuated when one controls for variation in the export threshold. That is, controlling for the export thresholds, the direct influence of trade costs on trade flows is smaller. This effect is most dramatic for distance. Moreover, the direct effect of trade costs is often statistically indistinguishable from zero. Thus, trade costs appear to reduce aggregate trade mainly through the effect they have on firms decisions to participate in trade, rather than on how much to ship conditional on participation.38 Interestingly, as with prices, these aggregate results appear consistent with recent evidence from firm level data. In particular, Bernard, Jensen, Redding, and Schott (2007, 2008) decompose bilateral trade flows for the U.S. into extensive and intensive margins. As an identity, aggregate exports equal the number of firms times the number of HS 10-Digit products each firm sells times average sales per product-firm. Bernard et al. find both that the extensive margin product-firm A case could be made that the sample selection correction should be included with F (Xij θˆ∗ , δ¯1 ) when quantifying the role of selection in accounting for exports. I view correcting for sample selection as a purely econometric issue that one needs to address in order to accurately estimate the direct effect of thresholds through F (Xij θˆ∗ , δ¯1 ). In practice, this is a minor issue since the selection effect plays only a small role. 36 Note that all the selection coefficients are positive, as expected since the unobserved component of variable trade costs should both predict participation in trade and influence the value of exports. 37 In the standard gravity benchmark, I regress bilateral log exports on importer and exporter fixed effects plus the trade cost proxies. 38 My results here are consistent, though somewhat more extreme, than results from Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008). They find that the direct effect of trade costs is attenuated (but still significant), while I find that trade costs have virtually no direct influence. 35
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margin explains the bulk of variation in U.S. bilateral trade (about 75% by their estimation) and that distance depresses aggregate trade primarily by reducing participation in trade. The aggregate evidence I present here suggests these results would generalize beyond the U.S. if firm level data were available.



5



Concluding Remarks



This paper establishes that ignoring product quality differences across firms produces counterfactual predictions for export prices. By contrast, a model in which large, capable firms choose to produce high quality goods and charge high unit prices is consistent with the most common pattern of export prices. Despite the fact that prices vary with export thresholds, selection into exporting plays a small quantitative role in understanding overall variation in prices. In contrast, selection into exporting appears very importing for understanding bilateral trade patterns. These results suggest several paths for future research. First, research aimed at careful examination of firm level prices and exports in census style data should yield high returns, especially where that data is linked to information on bilateral trade for individual firms. Firm level data would permit the researcher to address the interaction between unit cost and quality heterogeneity within an explicit structural framework, and explore how demand-side forces and variable markups influence prices and export selection. Second, because productivity thresholds appear to play a limited role in explaining cross-country variation in prices, research should aim at identifying the sources of exporter specific variation in prices. Most likely, this entails developing models of vertical product differentiation across countries. Third, given that productivity thresholds appear to play a large role in explaining bilateral exports, more work is need to detail why export thresholds vary across source countries and destinations markets. For example, distance appears to play a large role in decisions to participate in trade, but only a minimal role in depressing exports per firm. This suggests that distance is strongly related to fixed trade costs, rather than variable costs. Explaining this result could substantially improve our understanding of trade patterns.
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Table 1: Representative Results For Participation and Augmented Gravity Equations Panel A: Participation Equation Estimates



Border Island Landlock Log Distance Common Language Legal Origin Common Religion Colonial Origin Lag Parcipation Pseudo R2 Obs.



SITC 5114 SITC 5983 Coef./se Coef./se



SITC 6545 Coef./se



SITC 6571 SITC 6760 Coef./se Coef./se



SITC 7244 Coef./se



SITC 7868 Coef./se



SITC 8983 Coef./se



.093 (.147) -.173 (.232) -.546 (.371) -.825*** (.047) .287*** (.094) .191*** (.068) .116 (.149) .285* (.169) .941*** (.074)



.436*** (.141) -.325* (.187) .035 (.360) -.778*** (.043) .203*** (.075) .280*** (.058) .375*** (.116) .490*** (.163) .963*** (.063)



.535*** (.172) -.357 (.240) -.924* (.470) -.637*** (.053) .312*** (.114) .108 (.081) .525*** (.174) .290 (.183) .774*** (.089)



.120 (.139) -.142 (.165) -.017 (.305) -.899*** (.041) .312*** (.074) .246*** (.057) .382*** (.118) .325** (.157) .756*** (.062)



.381*** (.145) .221 (.224) .195 (.361) -.802*** (.046) .288*** (.088) .221*** (.065) .559*** (.139) .367** (.160) .804*** (.072)



.479*** (.139) .069 (.197) -.401* (.225) -.675*** (.041) .247*** (.077) .164*** (.059) .266** (.118) .596*** (.164) .680*** (.061)



.071 (.122) -.038 (.155) -.278 (.201) -.916*** (.038) .236*** (.064) .196*** (.050) .304*** (.103) .526*** (.162) .788*** (.055)



.101 (.124) -.096 (.138) -.274* (.149) -.710*** (.034) .202*** (.057) .253*** (.046) .542*** (.087) .485*** (.183) .846*** (.049)



.594 8816



.639 11782



.564 6868



.613 11317



.579 9711



.649 11980



.612 13500



.646 15246



Panel B: Augmented Gravity Equation Estimates



Border Island Landlock Log Distance Common Language Legal Origin Common Religion Colonial Origin δ¯1 Selection Coeff. Frac. Var. Explained Obs.



SITC 5114 SITC 5983 Coef./se Coef./se



SITC 6545 Coef./se



SITC 6571 SITC 6760 Coef./se Coef./se



SITC 7244 Coef./se



SITC 7868 Coef./se



SITC 8983 Coef./se



.359 (.423) -.589 (.576) .377 (1.144) .107 (.287) .004 (.320) -.041 (.221) .666 (.564) -.903* (.523) 1.418*** (.380) .641** (.314)



-.150 (.339) -.130 (.434) .000 (.880) -.147 (.243) -.156 (.212) .005 (.167) -.394 (.382) -.146 (.352) 1.175*** (.308) .661*** (.234)



.055 (.518) -.551 (.776) 1.173 (1.118) -.214 (.357) -.367 (.436) -.285 (.292) -.304 (.611) .351 (.617) .947 (.689) .604 (.522)



.198 (.321) -.349 (.501) -.731 (.787) -.252 (.291) .071 (.240) .007 (.171) -.190 (.377) -.236 (.348) 1.195*** (.322) .656** (.270)



.415 (.416) .151 (.726) -.686 (1.587) .062 (.337) -.145 (.303) -.251 (.223) .090 (.611) -.044 (.465) 1.460*** (.409) .324 (.353)



-.288 (.395) -.558 (.525) .127 (.830) .098 (.266) -.267 (.246) .027 (.170) .027 (.397) -.267 (.405) 1.507*** (.382) .411 (.316)



.329 (.322) .174 (.463) -.530 (.720) .041 (.258) .292 (.198) .127 (.151) -.236 (.319) -.334 (.387) 1.693*** (.259) .537** (.235)



.382 (.267) -.006 (.272) -.184 (.502) -.520*** (.153) .198 (.138) -.024 (.111) .189 (.240) .135 (.296) 1.242*** (.201) 1.340*** (.172)



.549 1159



.646 2092



.622 636



.609 1999



.546 1260



.654 2176



.653 2812



.734 4368



Notes: Exporter and importer fixed effects included in both participation and augmented gravity equations. Standard errors in parentheses. δ¯1 is the coefficient associated with extensive margin adjustments (see text for definition). The Selection Coeff. is the coefficient associated with the sample selection correction. Frac. Var. Explained in the gravity equation is the fraction of the variance of trade accounted for by the model. Stars indicate significance levels based on z-statistic: * p < .1, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Table 2: Tabulation of Price Equation Slope Estimates by Aggregate SITC Sectors Panel A: Full Non-Linear Estimation, SITC 4-Digit Data positive positive & significant negative negative & significant Number of sectors



SITC 5



SITC 6



SITC 7



SITC 8



91.4% 76.3% 8.6% 1.1%



80.9% 66.9% 19.1% 7.3%



62.9% 43.0% 37.1% 17.2%



39.5% 23.3% 60.5% 33.7%



93



178



151



86



Panel B: Linear Regression, SITC 4-Digit Data positive positive & significant negative negative & significant Number of sectors



SITC 5



SITC 6



SITC 7



SITC 8



86.0% 78.5% 14.0% 4.3%



82.6% 70.2% 17.4% 10.1%



60.3% 43.0% 39.7% 24.5%



34.9% 27.9% 65.1% 53.5%



93



178



151



86



Panel C: Linear Regression, HS 6-Digit Data positive positive & significant negative negative & significant Number of sectors



SITC 5



SITC 6



SITC 7



SITC 8



86.2% 68.4% 13.8% 6.0%



69.6% 48.3% 30.4% 13.3%



52.0% 31.4% 48.0% 22.3%



31.1% 15.1% 68.9% 45.0%



712



1341



843



749



Panel D: Full Non-Linear Estimation, SITC 4-Digit Data, Value-Weighted SITC 5



SITC 6



SITC 7



SITC 8



positive positive & significant negative negative & significant



92.1% 62.6% 7.9% 1.0%



84.6% 77.6% 15.8% 7.3%



40.0% 30.7% 60.0% 40.6%



36.6% 26.5% 63.5% 49.4%



Trade share of 1-dig. sector



14.8%



17.6%



51.8%



15.9%



Notes: See the text for specification details. “Significant” means the slope estimate is statistically positive or negative at the 10% level or better. The valueweighted calculation weights slope estimates by the share of trade within the sector in overall trade in the SITC 1-digit group. The SITC 1-digit category headings are: 5-“Chemicals and related products”; 6-“Manufactured goods, classified chiefly by material”; 7-“Machinery and transport equipment”; 8-“Miscellaneous manufactured articles.”
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Figure 1: Kernel Density of First Stage Probit Coefficient Estimates across SITC 4-Digit Sectors



Figure 2: Trade Weighted Average of Predicted Probit Index by Importing Country vs. GDP of the Importer
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Figure 3: Trade Weighted Average of Predicted Probit Index by Exporting Country vs. Real GDP Per Capita of the Exporter



Figure 4: Estimated Slope of the Price Schedule (δ¯2 − δ¯1 ), by SITC 4-Digit Sector
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Figure 5: Count of Significant Positive and Negative Slopes by SITC 2-Digit Group



Figure 6: Log Export Price vs. Ranking of Destination Market by Productivity Threshold for Four Representative Countries and Sectors
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Figure 7: Fraction of Total Exports in Heterogeneous Quality Sectors, by Country



Figure 8: Fraction of Total Variance in Log Prices and Log Exports Explained by Model, by SITC 4-Digit Sector
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Figure 9: Decomposition of Predicted Prices (PP) into Variances and Covariance of Exporter Fixed Effect (Exp. FE) and Threshold Term (T-Term), by SITC 4-Digit Sector



Figure 10: Log Prices, Predicted Prices, and Estimated Components of Prices for U.S. Imports of Textile Machines vs. Log GDP Per Capita of Exporter
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Figure 11: Log Prices, Predicted Prices, and Estimated Components of Prices for U.S. Imports of Footwear vs. Log GDP Per Capita of Exporter



Figure 12: Decomposition of Predicted Trade (PT) into Variances and Covariance of NonThreshold Term (NT-Term) and Threshold Term (T-Term), by SITC 4-Digit Sector
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Figure 13: Kernel Density of Coefficient Estimates for Standard and Augmented Trade Equations across SITC 4-Digit Sectors
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Appendix A In the main text, I assume that quality is a function of firm capability in order to construct aggregate exports and unit value prices. In this appendix, I derive this functional relationship in a model where firms choose the quality of the goods they produce. As in the main text, assume that each variety is produced by an individual, monopolistically competitive firm using labor with constant returns to scale and that firms have heterogeneous unit production costs. Departing from the main text, assume that unit cost is given by ci (z(ω), q(ω)) for a firm in country i, where q(ω) is product quality as in the main text and now z(ω) is a new parameter which (with some abuse of language) I will call productivity. Unit cost is increasing in q(ω) and decreasing in z(ω):



∂c ∂z



< 0 and



∂c ∂q



> 0.39 Further, assume that each firm is endowed with



z(ω). Given their productivity z(ω), each firm chooses the quality of the good they produce, whether to enter each foreign market, and the price to charge in each destination. The combination of CES preferences, constant returns to scale, and variable costs of quality upgrading implies that these decisions are separable. Therefore, I characterize the firm’s quality decision as if the firm chooses quality given its export entry decisions and constant markup pricing rules that I discussed in the main text. Profits from selling in each market are given by:



πij (ω) = pij (ω)xij (ω) − [ci (z(ω), q(ω))τij ] xij (ω) − fij ,



(A-1)



where the notation is the same as in the main text and ci (z(ω), q(ω))τij is the firm’s marginal cost inclusive of trade costs. Let 1(ω ∈ Ωj ) be an indicator function that equals one if the firm serves 39



This specification of marginal costs as a function of {z, q} is a simple reparameterization of the model. The definition of productivity is an abuse of language in the sense that z does not necessarily correspond to typical measures of productivity. However, controlling for quality, z will be positively correlated with measured physical productivity.
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market j. Then a firm located in i producing variety ω chooses q(ω) to maximize profits: max



X



{q(ω)}



1(ω ∈ Ωj ) πij (ω)



j



s.t. xij (ω) = [q(ω)]σ−1 and



pij (ω) =



pij (ω) P˜j



!−σ Cj



(A-2)



σ τij ci (z(ω), q(ω)), σ−1



given aggregate prices, aggregate consumption, and entry decisions: {P˜j , Cj , Ωj }. Two points regarding this problem are worth highlighting. First, the solution of (A-2) involves the firm choosing quality to minimize the ratio of marginal costs to quality (equivalently the quality-adjusted price). Thus, I focus on the solution to the simple problem:



max



{q(ω)}



ci (z(ω), q(ω)) . q(ω)



(A-3)



Second, if an equilibrium exists, any two firms with identical z(ω)’s will choose identical quality levels. Therefore, quality choice reduces heterogeneity to a single dimension and each firm can be characterized by its production location i and productivity z. To motivate the quality schedule assumed in the main text, I proceed to make particular assumptions regarding the form of the cost function. In particular, assume that marginal cost for a firm with pair {z, q} is:   qβ α ci (z, q) = c¯i q + , z



(A-4)



where c¯i is a country-specific component of marginal cost, which absorbs differences in wages and neutral productivity across countries. And I impose the parameter restriction 0 < α < 1 < β, and this restriction ensures a unique interior solution exists. This function has a number of important properties.40 First, unit costs are increasing in quality and decreasing in z. Second, the elasticity of marginal cost with respect to quality,  ≡



∂c q , ∂q c



40



takes on values both greater than or less than



The cost function here is essentially identical to Mandel (2008). Kugler and Verhoogen (2008) propose a different model with heterogeneous input quality that delivers similar results.
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one and is monotonically increasing in quality:



∂ ∂q



> 0. Third,  is decreasing in z:



∂ ∂z



< 0. This



means that marginal costs are less responsive to increases in quality for high z firms.41 In minimizing quality adjusted costs (A-3), the firm chooses quality so that the elasticity of marginal costs with respect to quality equals one. The optimal choice of quality for a firm with productivity z can be written as: q ∗ (z) = q¯z 1/(β−α) , where q¯ =







1−α β−1



1/(β−α)



(A-5)



. Quality is increasing in productivity since β > α.42



Inverting the quality schedule (A-5), I write unit costs as a function of quality: ci (q) = c¯i q α ,   where c¯i = c¯i β−α . Since capability is the ratio of quality to unit costs, quality can be expressed β−1 as a power function of capability as: qi (a) = c¯φi aφ , where φ =



1 . 1−α



Quality then has a country



specific component and a firm specific component related to idiosyncratic capability. Additionally, quality is a power function in firm capability as in the model in the main text.



Appendix B B.1



The Trade Equation



To evaluate E[εij |·, Tij = 1], note that ε1ij and ηij are bivariate normal by assumption in the previous section. Therefore, the standard Heckman correction is appropriate:



E[ε1ij |·, Tij = 1] = E[ε1ij |·, ηij∗ > −Xij θ∗ ] = υ



where υ is a selection parameter to be estimated and



φ(Xij θ∗ ) Φ(Xij θ∗ )



φ(Xij θ∗ ) . Φ(Xij θ∗ )



is the inverse Mills ratio.



Evaluating the conditional expectation of the term involving the productivity threshold



aij aH



re-



quires linking the threshold to observables. To do so, I rewrite the threshold using equation (12) 41



Put differently, the proportional change in marginal costs due to an increase in quality is smaller for high z firms. ∂2c This is stronger than saying q and z are complements, since complementarity (defined as ∂q∂z < 0) does not imply ∂ < 0. ∂z 42 With a modified marginal cost function, optimal quality could also depend on country specific parameters, though I abstract from that here.
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and the parameterization of χij introduced in specifying the participation equation:  aij = [exp Xij θ∗ + ηij∗ ]−ση /(σ−1) aH Then insert this in the productivity threshold term to get:  log



where δ¯1 =



ση δ1 . (σ−1)



aij aH



!



−δ1



−1



 = log exp(δ¯1 (Xij θ∗ + ηij∗ ) − 1) ,



Since η ∗ is normally distributed, I construct the conditional expectation of the



cutoff term as follows: "







E log Z



aij aH



!



# − 1 ·, Xij , Tij = 1



∞



= −Xij θ∗



where ΦT (ηij∗ ) =



−δ1



 log exp(δ¯1 (Xij θ∗ + ηij∗ )) − 1 dΦT (ηij∗ ) ≡ F (Xij θ∗ , δ¯1 ),



∗ ) φ(ηij 1−Φ(−Xij θ∗ )



is the truncated distribution for ηij∗ .



With these results, the formulation of the Trade Equation in Equation (14) follows directly.



B.2



The Price Equation



The evaluate E[log(¯ pij )|·, Tij = 1], I follow the same basic procedure as with the trade equation. I substitute for the thresholds and construct expected unit values conditional on observing trade. In doing so, I deal with the function of the thresholds as in the previous section by substituting for the thresholds and then evaluating the conditional expectation using the truncated normal distribution ΦT (ηij∗ ). I denote this conditional expectation by H(Xij θ∗ ; δ¯1 , δ¯2 ), with δ¯1 is defined as in the previous section and δ¯2 =



ση δ2 . (σ−1)
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Appendix C This appendix briefly summarizes preparation of the trade data and provides details on the trade cost measures used in estimating the model. As noted in the main text, the CEPII compiles the BACI data using raw UN Comtrade reports. They apply a number of cleaning and harmonization procedures to generate an internally consistent dataset. A central problem in working with Comtrade data is that exporter and importer reports of a given bilateral flow are often different, and these differences can be very large. Complicating this problem, importers report data on a CIF basis and exporters report data on an FOB basis. To deal with this problem, the CEPII converts CIF reports to an FOB basis using regression based techniques that estimate CIF margins as a function of distance, quantity shipped, and other variables based on matched exporter-importer reports. With all values converted to an FOB basis, the CEPII then takes a weighted average of matched exporter-importer reports of values and quantities, where the weights reflect a statistical estimate of the reliability of each partner’s reports. Though quantity is typically reported in tons, it is occasionally reported in different units. The CEPII uses bilateral flows reported in different units by exporter-importer pairs to estimate conversion factors within sectors to convert non-weight units and drops quantity observations that it cannot reliably convert. I refer the reader to Gaulier and Zignago (2008) for detailed documentation of the BACI data. Though these cleaning and harmonization methods involve some judgment calls, I do not believe they are important in driving the results. In unpublished work, I have replicated the main results in the text using multilateral trade data compiled by Robert Feenstra, Robert Lipsey and coauthors and available from the NBER and CID at UC Davis.43 I choose to report results using the CEPII data because it has several advantages over this alternative data. First, it is available at a higher level of disaggregation and for a larger number of reporting countries. Second, and more importantly, the CEPII data includes reported trade flows greater than $1000 at the HS 6-digit level. In contrast, the Feenstra-Lipsey data does not include flows less than $100,000 at the SITC 43 While the Feenstra-Lipsey data is also cleaned and harmonized, it is treated in an entirely different manner than the CEPII data. I have also replicated the basic results in U.S. sourced export data available from the NBER.
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4-digit level. This relatively high truncation threshold is a concern since it leads many partners with positive trade to be miscoded as not engaged in trade. While this truncation does not change the basic pattern of the estimates, it seems advisable to use the more comprehensive BACI data to improve the precision of the estimates. In all the data sources, the unit value price data contain a small but influential number of outlying prices. I trim the data by dropping price observations that are greater than 10 times or less than 1/10 the median price in a sector.44 After having removed these outliers, I drop sectors with an an insufficient number (< 300) of observations for estimation. Turning to measurement of trade costs, I take most of these measures directly from Helpman, Melitz, and Rubinstein (2008). The only exceptions were categorical variables classifying islands and landlocked countries. I constructed these using the CIA World Fact Book. A few of the variable definitions deserve some extra comments. The common religion variable is a continuous variable equal to: (% Protestants in country i·% Protestants in country j+% Catholics in country i·% Catholics in country j+% Musilms in country i·%Muslims in country j). The common legal system variable takes on a value of one if the importing and exporting country share the same legal origin, and the colonial ties variable takes the value one if either country was once a colony of the other. In addition to these trade cost variables used in the main text, I have experimented with policy-type variables, including free trade areas, WTO membership, and currency unions and obtained results similar to those reported.
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These observations are most likely the result of measurement error. Most of these observations are associated with quantity measurements that appear implausible, rather than suspicious export values. Because the export value data appears more reliable, I continue to use these observations in estimation of the trade and participation equations. Alternative procedures to remove outliers, such as winsorizing the data, yield similar results.
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Table 3: Countries Included in Estimation Sample Afghanistan Albania Algeria Angola Argentina Australia Austria Bangladesh Belgium Belize Benin Bhutan Bolivia Brazil Bulgaria Burkina Faso Burundi Cambodia Cameroon Canada Central African Republic Chad Chile China Colombia Comoros Costa Rica Cote d’Ivoire Denmark Djibouti Dominican Republic Ecuador



Egypt El Salvador Equatorial Guinea Ethiopia Fiji Finland France Gabon Gambia Germany Ghana Greece Guatemala Guinea Guinea-Bissau Guyana Haiti Honduras Hong Kong, China Hungary Iceland India Indonesia Iran Iraq Ireland Israel Italy Jamaica Japan Jordan Kenya
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Kiribati Korea Kuwait Lao PDR Lebanon Madagascar Malawi Malaysia Maldives Mali Mauritania Mauritius Mexico Mongolia Morocco Mozambique Nepal Netherlands New Zealand Nicaragua Nigeria Norway Oman Pakistan Panama Papua New Guinea Paraguay Peru Philippines Poland Portugal Romania



Russian Federation Saudi Arabia Senegal Seychelles Sierra Leone Singapore South Africa Spain Sri Lanka St. Kitts and Nevis Sudan Suriname Sweden Switzerland Syrian Arab Republic Tanzania Thailand Togo Trinidad and Tobago Tunisia Turkey Uganda United Arab Emirates United Kingdom United States Uruguay Venezuela Vietnam Yemen Zambia Zimbabwe
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